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LAS VEGAS, NV, US, June 3, 2020

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Sprint Data

Solutions Worldwide Marketing has

announced that they are expanding

operations and providing a New Texas

business mailing lists service to help

Texas local and state businesses to

reach their customers, or even out of

state businesses that are now targeting

the HOT Texas market. 

These new Texas business mailing lists

include Texas email lists, Texas

consumer mailing lists, Texas donor

lists, and many more to help different

business interests target the audiences

they want to reach to get better, more

responsive results.

The Sprint Data Solutions Difference

Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing is an American company based in Las Vegas, Nevada,

that has accrued years of experience, first in compiling direct mail lists for clients and eventually

moving into the digital era with email lists and other services. The team at Sprint Data Solutions

Worldwide Marketing has over 50 years of experience combined in handling different aspects of

business marketing. 

Now with this Texas business mailing lists service, individuals, and companies with an interest in

penetrating the Texas market get a bigger boost in engaging their target market. Whether it is

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.texasmailinglist.com/


Texas Business Lists & Leads

Texas Food Bank Donors

Texas consumer mailing lists, or Texas

business mailing list or even general

improvement of Texas sales leads, Sprint

Data is offering new resources, and tools

get higher engagement and more

meaningful business interactions. The

services that Sprint Data Solution

include:

Artificial Intelligence Mailing Lists - Texas

Donor List's Charity-Food Bank Donors

Effective use of data is all about being

able to find meaningful patterns in a

huge collection of acquired data sets.

Artificial intelligent mailing lists are the

latest expression of this need. Whether

this is for Texas consumers lists or Texas

business mailing lists, there is always a

more effective way to gather, compile,

analyze and update the lists for

maximum efficiency. Artificial

intelligence mailing lists are one of the

means to do that.

Donor Mailing Lists – Food Bank Donors

– Charity Donors

For businesses interested either in conducting donor campaigns or finding respondents with a

history of being responsive to donating requests, Texas Mail List can put you in touch with the

most generous donors in Texas or nationwide. The most effective donors are ones with a high

rate of participation previously, but that result will only occur with selective, strategic targeting.

Mail in Donor campaigns with Texas List Mailing Lists create Big Dollar Donors. Sprint Data

Solution’s database in this area is comprehensive and covers Texas as well.

Telemarketing Lists – Investors – Sales Leads

Some businesses may prefer to talk to customers directly, to get critical interaction and feedback

that mail does not always provide. Telemarketing and Mailing Lists are essential for this kind of

campaign, but a huge collection of phone numbers to call is not the most effective way to do

this. Callers with a proven track record of being responsive and engaged make for more efficient,

effective results, and carefully cultivated telemarketing mailing lists can provide this edge.

Text Messaging/SMS Broadcast



Sometimes the best way to reach a customer or client is to bypass all the “mailboxes” and go

directly to their phone. Cellular text messing/SMS lists give businesses this ability. In today’s

mobile world, the phone is the one device many people keep about their person almost at all

times. A list of potential sales leads for marketing directly to the phone via text message is

another way to reach out to the desired demographics, especially if those lists have been

compiled from respondents with a proven track record for engagement. We can get right in

touch with business owners no screened calls or waiting in line,

Business Postal Lists

Business to business dealings are a very specific kind of transaction, and that’s why it’s important

to have a reliable, up to date Texas business mailing list service. Accuracy and relevance are the

watchwords here, as the path to success is to approach businesses that have a specific interest

in the products or services being offered. Sprint Data Solutions can present the lists with only the

relevant candidates to generate better Texas sales leads.

Consumer Postal Mailing Lists

Direct mail is still an effective form of marketing and, in some cases, is even more difficult to

ignore than digital marketing, which is why Texas consumer mailing lists can be critical to some

businesses. However, every business is going to have different needs based on the nature of

their business, or even the timing of the year, or scope of operations. Some business may be

going after Texas customers statewide, while others may only be focused on the Austin area, or

the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex. Some may only be interested in a very specific demographic,

such as senior citizens. With properly compiled, up to date, carefully curated Texas consumer

mailing lists, businesses can get access to crucial markets, not just in large numbers, but with the

demographic or engagement metrics that can turn into useful Texas sales leads.

Texas Email Lists Business & Consumers

In today’s digital world, the new mailbox is the inbox of a person or business’ email account. As a

result, Texas E Mail Lists are another valuable angle of attack for approaching both

clients/customers in the general public, as well as businesses. Email has quickly grown in just a

handful of years to become an important medium of communication for personal and business

reasons.

However, the one key advantage that email provides over traditional forms of marketing is that

its digital nature allows for the tracking of accurate metrics. With email marketing, businesses

know exactly how effective the marketing is, thanks to the ability to track responses from

individual email, as well as the ability to automate sending email based on specific criteria, such

as a customer going to an online vendor, but stopping short of purchasing by exiting at the

shopping cart stage. This extra level of detail and data makes Texas email lists especially useful,

as traditional demographic parameters can be reinforced by actual engagement and response

metrics to create more useful Texas sales leads.

For more robust marketing with better results and better data, Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide

https://www.texasmailinglist.com/business-postal-mailing-list/


Marketing is now bringing its expertise to a new Texas business mailing lists service that can

boost marketing results for anyone interested in the state of Texas or nationwide.

If you’re tired of wasting time and resources on your marketing efforts, it’s time to find out what

a difference the right resources can make. With us on our side, you never have to wonder if you

are getting the most from your efforts. Contact our team today and see the difference! Sprint

Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing is a Disabled Veteran Owned Company. When making a

purchase at Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing you are supporting a Disabled Veteran

Owned Operation. Please support all your Local and National Veteran Organizations. We thank

you for your continued support over the years!

Patrick Trump

Sprint Data Solutions

+1 702-472-8668

email us here
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